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**Preservation Through Maintenance**
- The State of Tennessee for the Tennessee School for the Deaf
- Seven Islands Methodist Church
- Tom & Jackie Morelock for 1110 Oak Avenue
- The Church of the Savior for 934 North Weisgarber Road
- Robert & Janice Claytor for 3033 Fountain Park Blvd.
- Dan McGehee for 248 Deaderick Avenue

**Residential Restoration**
- Knox Housing Partnership for 1635 Jefferson Avenue
- Chris Dumer for 240 E. Scott Avenue
- Jeff Talman and Nancy Young for 1101 Luttrell Street
- Bill Pittman for 1140 Luttrell Street
- Lavinia D. Jennings for 716 Luttrell Street
- Rick and ? Bennett for 6308 Westland Drive
- Mark Bascom (11605 SAN MARTIN WAY) for 1530 Chicago Avenue
- Mr. & Mrs. Miles E. (Budd) Cullom, Jr. for 5032 Lyons View Pike
- Kathryn and Mary Waggoner for 825 Deery Street
- Raymond & Georgia Phillippi for 1635 Washington Avenue
- Cindy and Rudy Bradley for 2886 Fairmont Blvd.
- Robert and Jacqueline Bedwell for the restoration of the Boyd-Harvey House at 1321 Harvey Road, including documenting the building through archeological and archival research and technical drawings
- Alex Schubert, developer of the residential subdivision adjacent to the Boyd-Harvey House, for modifying his plans to provide an appropriate setting the the historic home

**Commercial Restoration**
- Dave Whaley and Tomica Miller for The Brimer House Inn
- David Dewhirst and Gregg & April White for 135 S. Gay Street

**Compatible Infill Construction**
- Cliff and Poppy Beach for 1024 E. Nokomis Circle
- Dr. Kimbro Maguire and Peggy Lynch for 449 Mellen Road
- East Tennessee Historical Society for the addition to the Museum of East Tennessee History
• Habitat for Humanity, Randall De Ford and Denark Construction for 2120 Washington Avenue

**Corporate Leadership**
• David Sharp and Home Federal Bank for their leadership and generosity in protecting the future of The Bijou Theatre.

**Civic Leadership**
• The Sequoyah Hills Neighborhood Association for its continuous work to preserve its historic community
• The South Knoxville Arts and Heritage Association for the ongoing preservation of the Candoro Marble Building
• The City of Knoxville for the restoration of the Gay Street Bridge
• The Cruze Family for the permanent preservation of the Cruze Farm
• The French Broad Preservation Association, The Claussen Family, Knox County, The Cruze Family, the Knoxville / Knox County Metropolitan Planning Commission and The Land Trust for Tennessee for the creation of the French Broad Conservation Corridor.
• Pond Gap Neighborhood Association for the historical marker at the site of Knoxville’s first airport

**Media**
• Jim Ragonese of WBIR Channel 10 for outstanding and informative coverage of preservation issues.

**Preservation Leadership**
• Marian Moffett for her dedication and passion for educating the public about our precious historic resources
• Corky Neale for his work with Knox Housing Partnership that actively incorporated preservation into neighborhood revitalization.
• Tom McAdams for his commitment to and passion for preservation causes throughout our community.
• Terry Faulkner for her leadership in the creation of the Bearden History Markers

**Ronald E. Childress Memorial Award - Preservationist of the Year**
• Randall De Ford for his personal and professional commitment to preservation and his work with Knox Heritage, the Historic Fort Sanders Neighborhood association, Habitat for Humanity, the Mayor’s Task Force on Historic Preservation, and countless other efforts.

**Outstanding Volunteer**
• Dorothy Stair for her leadership and spirit in service of Knox Heritage’s mission.
Service on the Board of Directors

- Chester Kilgore for service on the Board of Directors 1999-2004
- Corinne Patrick for service on the Board of Directors 2004
- Grant Tharp for service on the Board Directors 2003-2004
- Julia Tucker for service on the Board of Directors 1999-2004